Branding - Bug #282
Porting # 77 (in progress): Change the Parabola's Slogan / Cambiar el slogan de Parabola

New logo proposal
2013-01-02 12:31 PM - shackra
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Description
I'm proposing a new logo for Parabola GNU/Linux, my thought are on the image attached to this issue.
I did a purple version and place it along with the orange version originally proposed, take in account that such orange is the Archlinux
blue inverted.
as soon as people decide what to do so we will have a new face to show :)
Related issues:
Related to Branding - Porting #289: Yet another logo proposition

fixed

2013-01-13

Related to Branding - Bug #315: Merge all different logo proposals into one r...

fixed

2013-04-19

2013-06-30

History
#2 - 2013-01-22 08:14 AM - shackra
I changed the color Magenta for a real purple, it looks better that the former. But I don't know what the others thinks about this purple
http://www.colorhexa.com/800080
Anyway, I'll love to ear opinions and use the new design (after few fixes, of course!)
#3 - 2013-01-22 09:41 AM - fauno
I like #800080 but the parabolas inside the parabola look strange after a closer look (i'm guessing on tshirts it will require more cuts and tiny pieces
too)
#4 - 2013-01-22 10:31 AM - shackra
fauno wrote:
I like #800080 but the parabolas inside the parabola look strange after a closer look (i'm guessing on tshirts it will require more cuts and tiny
pieces too)
in spanish mi'jito because I didn't understand anything xd, no, I am talking seriously!
#5 - 2013-03-06 10:28 AM - shackra
fauno wrote:
...the parabolas inside the parabola look strange after a closer look (i'm guessing on tshirts it will require more cuts and tiny pieces too)
That's actually right and I'm trying to fix that!!
fauno, what was the other color "purple" that you show me the last time?
#6 - 2013-04-19 12:29 PM - shackra
There are the final proposals [[https://my.owndrive.com/public.php?service=files&t=74479bcf5ee371224999b5df2c866f87]]
I still need to make the printable version of our new logo, but it is yet usable. Here is the new replacement of the file [[
https://parabolagnulinux.org/static/archnavbar/parabolabw.png]] it's [[
https://my.owndrive.com/public.php?service=files&t=74479bcf5ee371224999b5df2c866f87]]
That image is higher than the old one (for just 50px) because the new logo is not visible enough at 50px of height.
#7 - 2013-04-19 02:51 PM - arder
I like it, good job
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#8 - 2013-04-22 02:17 PM - fauno
Could you make a Faenza icon? I miss faenza-icon-theme!
#9 - 2013-04-26 09:16 PM - lukeshu
I'm attempting to roll out the upgrade to parabolaweb software and logo at the same time. If it doesn't happen tomorrow though, I'll go ahead and
update the logo without the software.
What about using this in the banner? I used Shackra's, but scaled up the text relative to the graphic, so that the text would be legible, but the whole
thing wouldn't be huge.
https://parabolagnulinux.org/img/archlogo.png
https://parabolagnulinux.org/img/archlogo.svg
And this for the favicon:
https://parabolagnulinux.org/img/favicon.ico
https://parabolagnulinux.org/img/favicon.png
https://parabolagnulinux.org/img/favicon.svg
#10 - 2013-04-28 10:55 AM - lukeshu
I updated the logos on parabolaweb last night; also included was a new silhouette for hackers without a picture.
But I did not change the favicon on all the other domains. The navbar should cascade because it loads the CSS cross-domain, but the favicon needs
to be updated on each.
#11 - 2013-05-07 10:12 AM - shackra
fauno wrote:
Could you make a Faenza icon? I miss faenza-icon-theme!
You mean, like one distro icon for the icon theme?
#12 - 2013-05-07 11:05 AM - fauno
shackra wrote:
fauno wrote:
Could you make a Faenza icon? I miss faenza-icon-theme!
You mean, like one distro icon for the icon theme?
Exactly, it was blacklisted because the default distro icon is Arch's logo
#13 - 2013-09-07 07:30 AM - fauno
Made a sticker sheet: http://wiki.hackcoop.com.ar/Archivo:A3_ParabolaStickers.svg
#14 - 2013-09-07 07:56 PM - shackra
fauno wrote:
Made a sticker sheet: http://wiki.hackcoop.com.ar/Archivo:A3_ParabolaStickers.svg
very cool :D
#15 - 2015-03-03 03:01 AM - Anonymous
- Status changed from in progress to fixed
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